
Truncated Predictor Based Feedback Designs
For Linear Systems With Input Delay: An In-
Depth Analysis
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the field of control systems
for linear systems with input delay. These systems are commonly found in various
applications, including transportation systems, process control, and robotics. The
input delay can arise due to the finite propagation time of signals, network delays,
or other factors, and it poses significant challenges for the stability and
performance of the control system.

In this article, we will explore the concept of truncated predictor based feedback
designs for linear systems with input delay. We will delve into the underlying
theory, discuss the practical implications, and showcase the advantages and
limitations of these designs.

The Significance of Input Delay

Before delving into the details of truncated predictor based feedback designs, it is
important to understand the significance of input delay in control systems. Input
delay can lead to undesired behaviors, such as overshoot, instability, and poor
tracking performance. Therefore, it becomes crucial to develop control strategies
that can effectively handle and compensate for this delay.
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Understanding Truncated Predictor Based Feedback Designs

Truncated predictor based feedback designs are an approach to address the
input delay problem in control systems. This method involves generating a
predictor of the future behavior of the delayed input, and using this predictor to
estimate the system state. The estimated state is then fed back to the controller,
enabling it to anticipate the delayed input and generate appropriate control
signals.

One of the key advantages of truncated predictor based feedback designs is their
ability to handle arbitrary input delays. Unlike traditional control strategies, which
may require precise knowledge of the delay, truncated predictor designs can
adapt to varying delays without any prior information. This makes them highly
versatile and suitable for a wide range of real-world applications.

The Implementation Process

Implementing truncated predictor based feedback designs involves several steps.
First, an appropriate mathematical model of the system with input delay must be
established. This model should accurately capture the dynamics of the system
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and the delay effects. Once the model is obtained, it can be used to design a
predictor that provides a reliable estimate of the delayed input.

Next, the estimated state is fed back to the controller, which computes the control
signals based on this information. This process requires careful consideration of
stability and performance specifications, as the control system should remain
stable while achieving the desired performance goals. Truncated predictor based
designs often rely on advanced control techniques, such as model predictive
control (MPC), to optimize system behavior.

Advantages and Limitations

Truncated predictor based feedback designs offer several advantages over
traditional control strategies. Firstly, they are robust to input delays of varying
magnitudes, making them suitable for systems with unpredictable delay
characteristics. This adaptability is particularly beneficial in applications where
delays can change over time, such as networked control systems or mobile
robots.

Additionally, truncated predictor designs can improve system performance by
reducing the impact of input delay. They enable the controller to anticipate the
delayed input and take corrective actions in advance, leading to better tracking
accuracy and stability. This can be crucial in time-critical processes or safety-
critical systems.

However, it is important to note the limitations of truncated predictor based
feedback designs. These designs often rely on accurate system modeling, which
can be challenging in complex or highly nonlinear systems. The prediction
accuracy is directly dependent on the quality of the mathematical model, and any
model uncertainties may lead to suboptimal performance or instability.



Truncated predictor based feedback designs offer a promising solution to the
input delay problem in control systems. These designs provide a flexible and
adaptable approach to handle varying delays, improving system performance and
stability. While they have their limitations, proper system modeling and
implementation can harness the advantages of truncated predictor designs in a
wide range of real-world applications.

In , the significance of input delay in control systems cannot be underestimated.
Effective control strategies, such as truncated predictor based feedback designs,
empower engineers and researchers to overcome the challenges posed by input
delay, leading to enhanced control performance and system reliability.
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This monograph is the first of its kind to present innovative research results on
truncated predictor feedback (TPF) designs for general linear systems with input
delay. Beginning with a brief review of time delay systems, the first half of the
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book focuses on TPF with a constant feedback parameter. Both state feedback
and output feedback are considered. It is established that TPF achieves
stabilization in the presence of an arbitrarily large bounded delay if the open loop
system is not exponentially unstable. Examples are presented to illustrate that
TPF may fail to stabilize an exponentially unstable system when the delay is
sufficiently large. Bounds on the delay are then established under which
stabilization can be achieved. The second half of the book explores variations of
the TPF laws designed with a non-constant feedback parameter to accommodate
unknown delays and improve closed-loop performance. The authors employ a
step-by-step approach to presenting the ultimate result on a completely delay-
independent feedback law. 
Truncated Predictor Based Feedback Designs for Linear Systems with Input
Delay will appeal to control engineers, control theorists, and graduate students
studying control systems. This volume will also be a valuable resource for
engineers and applied mathematicians interested in dynamic systems with time
delays.
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